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A PROGRAM FOR THE DISPLAY OF THREE DIMENSIONAL 
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGIC DATA 
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A major limitation in the elucidation of the mechanisms of ven- 
tricular fibrillation and defibrillation is the lack of adequate means of 
viewing the results of experimental and clinical studies in a realistic 
and understandable manner. The data to be displayed are inherently 
three dimensional and are after acquired from widely spaced elec- 
trodes, requiring interpolation and three dimensional computer graph- 
ics techniques. We have developed a set of programs to display poten- 
tials and the magnitudes of the estimated potential gradients generated 
by defibrillation shocks as well as activation sequences in a variety of 
experimental conditions. There are three types of displays. The first 
type displays three-dimensional surfaces constructed from triangular- 
ized electrode locations. Potentials or gradient magnitudes are int,erp 
lated over each surface and are displayed as spatial changes in intensity 
or hue. The second type of display is a volume reconstruction of the 
myocardium. In this display, spatial changes in potentials or gradient 
magnitudes in the myocardial volume are represented by spatially 
varying the hues of the volume elements. The values of most volume 
elements are interpolated with a three-dimensional method based on 
discrete smooth interpolation. The third type of display is a three- 
dimensional surface reconstruction of the heart on which are mapped 
the interpolated values of the epicardial and endocardial boundaries of 
the volume representation. The values are represented by variations in 
hue. The visual effects are enhanced by interactive manipulation of 
the displays on a high speed graphics processor, allowing viewing from 
a variety of angles and in different planes through the myocardium. 
The displays have proved to be extremely helpful in visualizing the 
electrophysiological phenomena that are associated with cardiac 
arrhythmias, and with the study of fibrillation and defibrillation. 
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A left ventricular two dimensional model based on a simple finite element 
approach has been adopted for transputer (a multiprocessor capable of 
expressing parallelism) simulation. Tha model’s electrical stability is 
examined as a function of the following parameters: ventricular simulation 
rate, conduction velocity, mean refractory period (consisting of absolute 
and relative refractory periods), standard deviation of refractory period 
and excited state period. A BOO3 transputer board containing 4 
Vanspuler nodes, has been used for processing the model. The speed of 
the program is enhanced by having the model’s cells divided into three 
transpuler nodes, with the fourth node responsible for screen updating. 
Cells on the screen are represented graphically as points and a resultant 
electrocardiogram (KG) of the state of the cells is plotted by dipole 
summation. The model can display a variety of rhythm diskrbances 
starting with a normal rhythm changing into tachycardia and finally 
fibrillation Wore ll is returned lo its normal state by defibrillation. The 
influence of subgroups of cells (i.e. their size and location) with diierent 
Characteristii to the normal cells necessary to create fibrillation is 
described. The aim of this paper is to introduce concurrency and 
implement a computer model which will include the other heart chambers 
and conduction mechanisms such as At&ventricular Node, Sino Atrial 
Node, and His-Purkinje fibres, with no serious compromise on the speed 
of execution of the program. Thll style of computer modelling will lay the 
fundation for future models that need lo incorporate complexity for real 
system simulation, 
A COMPUTER-AIDED APPRQACH FOR THE SPATIAL AND TEWORAL 
QUANTITATION OF LEFT ~ICIJLAR RDOCARDut, m AND 
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Quantitation of regional function is becoming in- 
creasingly important for assessing the effects of inter- 
ventions in acute ischemic syndromes. me inclusion of 
the entire systolic contraction sequence has been de- 
monstrated to be superior to analysis of just end-dias- 
tolic and end-systolic frames for this purpose. Manual 
tracing of the endocardial contours, however, is time- 
consming, tedious, and observer dependent. To overcome 
these limitations, we ha 
the observer places only 
dial circumference (depe 
ted from tiiese data and are temporally 
distributed over 64 chords and 10 deciles, 
patially 
ctively. 
The maps (represented by a 2D array) ape then created 
for each parameter. Each array element is represented 
by wall motion and curvature values. Multicolor display 
allows simultaneous viewing of both parameters. Deriva- 
tion and depiction of contour maps from one cardiac 
cycle takes t15 min. We tested this apprmch in 7 dogs 
undergoing two+Samsional echocardiographic e 
at baseline and during ischemia and found it to cor- 
relate well with expert assessment of wal 
In conclusion, we have devoloped a 
approach for the spatial and temporal quantitartion of 
regional endocardial contour and motion using two-dimen- 
sional echocardiography. Because this approach does not 
require outlining the entire endocardial contour, it 
could be used clinically for assessment and display of 
regional contraction patterns. 
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strength. When shock was given at the refractory Period of the ac- 
tivation Phase the refractoly period was set to be prolonged for 
indicated. 
